LIBRARY MAKERSPACES

from centers designed for mental relaxation to cardboard

“ H elp! M y P rincipal
Says I Need to S ta rt
a M a k ersp ace in
M y E lem en tary
L ibrary!”
K r is tin F o n tic h ia r o

’ve been leading professional de
velopment sessions on makerspaces for nearly 4 years now, but
it wasn’t until March that I sensed
a shift in the room and heard a new
worry: “My principal says we have to
do this—help!”

I

Being “assigned” maker education can be stressful, espe
cially given that the movement is still relatively young and
there is little research—beyond the hunches of professionals

boxes awaiting transformation to digital fabrication tools like
a 3D printer. Be sure you have a common definition up front
and that you agree on what success looks like: More students
entering the science fair? More creative energy in the room?
More bodies in the library? Keep the conversation on desired
skills and outcomes, not tools!
STEP 2: DISCOVER WHAT STUDENTS NEED AND/OR
WANT

What do elementary students need versus want? Will your
space enhance or be distinct from curriculum? These ques
tions are closely tied to the question of purpose. Do they
need a place to carry on hands-on experiments related to the
science curriculum? A space for relaxing or tinkering? More
stimulation than exists in the curriculum? If a curriculum
focus is needed, review available materials and talk with
teachers about desired extension activities. If your approach
is extracurricular, consider putting up a bulletin board. It
can be blank save for a question like, “What do you like to
make?” Another option is to put up images of types of proj
ects (e.g., origami, LEGO construction, comics, knitting, or
knit projects) and ask students to sign their names next to
ideas that interest them.
STEP 3: BUDGET FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW

like me—about the intellectual, academic, or social impacts
of makerspaces. So how does one know what to do, what

Why do we keep asking about questions like “why”? Be

to buy, and how to implement things? This article will pro

cause you need to know the answer when it comes to asking
for money!

vide a down-and-dirty approach to a $500 maker initiative in
your elementary school.

Know what your administrator plans to spend on the

STEP 1: ASK WHY

maker initiative or what his or her idea for a source of funds
will be. If you are fundraising, try your local PTA or Do-

Be sure you speak with your administrator to get a clear un
derstanding of his or her goals and vision for this maker ini

tronicity.com. Patronicity is a newer crowdsourcing platform
that, in exchange for a slightly higher processing fee of all

tiative. The word “makerspace” can mean wildly divergent

funds raised, will take a much more active role in helping

things. A professional makerspace likely feels and looks like
the merger between a computer lab, a wood shop, and an

you manage your campaign. Gaining team members in this
way can make the difference between being able to conduct a

auto repair bay. In a classroom, it could be the addition of

capital campaign and not. Be sure to work with your princi

science kits to the curriculum, plus a few bookshelves of tin

pal on differentiating between start-up costs (for once-only

kering kits and materials to keep kids engaged during down

purchases like a sewing machine or Silhouette paper cutter)

time. In a public library, it might be the addition of new

and long-term costs (for occasional purchases like cardboard,
fabric, equipment repair, or 3D filament).

norsChoose.org, or, for larger campaigns, take a look at Pa-

programming related to STEM and/or a set of circulating
science or art equipment. In a school library, it might range
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Figure 1: Six S tarter Categories fo r an Elementary Makerspace
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STEP 4: PLUG IN TO OTHERS’
EFFORTS

making: http:/ /makerj awn. org/blog/
• Our Michigan Makers blog: http://

child will find something appealing to
work on. Selecting categories instead

michiganmakers. si. umich. edu

of tools can help you scale up in popu
lar or well-used areas and keeps your
purchasing mission-aligned. Figure

The bad news is that there are no for
mal library maker curricula out there,
so you will need to craft activities that

And check out these organizations
for planning and instructional ideas:

maker activities found in youth maker

fit your school’s purpose and needs.
The good news, though, is that the best

• Engineering is Elementary: eie.org

way to get excited about an initiative is
to align yourself with others who are!

• Maker Education Initiative: http://
makered. org / makerspaces /

corners. There are, of course, many
others! (See, for example, http://fontichiaro.com /uploads/2016/m akerspace-list.pdf.) To minimize the co

Feed your RSS reader with these

I

1 shows some common categories of

elementary-friendly school and library

STEP 5: SELECT ACTIVITY

ordination fatigue that can come from

blogs and keep an eye on what others

CATEGORIES

are doing:
• Andy Plemmons’ Barrow Media
Center blog: http://expectmiraculous.

starting up too many activities at once,
select between two and four categories

One of the things I value in planning
for making is having a variety of entry

with which to start your space.
Need an even quicker path to a

com/
• Colleen Graves: http://colleen-

points and options for students. Once
my team gets to know a group of stu

makerspace, see Figure 2 for a sample
$500 starter set for an afterschool and

graves.org/
• Duxbury Free Library’s Library as

dents, it is not unusual to have multiple

lunchtime tinkering program.

activities going on in a space at the

Makerspace blog: http://librarymaker-

same time. Having multiple materials

space. blogspot. com/
• Free Library of Philadelphia’s

and “genres” of making happening at
once helps with cross-pollination of

Healthy maker culture encourages

Maker Jawn initiative for low-cost

ideas and improves the odds that each

PACE: process over product, agency
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STEP 6: ESTABLISH GUIDELINES

Figure 2: Purchasing List

C ateg ory

Item

R atio n ale

A pprox.

C onsum ables to B udget for

Price

Later

Craft

Silhouette por
trait cutter

Kids choose designs onscreen
and print out letters for bulletin
boards, boxes for Valentine’s
Day, stencils for T-shirts, or
stickers for notebooks.

$149 ($99
on sale)

Specialty paper, cardstock, vinyl
or self-adhesive papers (e.g.,
Con-Tact); replacement blades;
replacement cutting mats

Engineering

Basic LEGO
pieces

Building pieces help students
construct toys and prototypes.
Basic pieces are more versatile
than specialty kits.

$75

None

Code

Dash Robot
(makewonder.
com)

An anthropomorphic robot can
be controlled by remote app or
with Blockly programming. It
scales up with kids. Its “ per
sonality” makes it conducive
for 21st-century puppet shows
and plays! Make sure you have a
compatible iPad to go with it.

$150

None

Digital Design

PicMonkey.com

Kids can learn to edit photos,
create collages, or create simple
digital designs. No log-in is
required.

Free

None (unless you would like
specialty paper on which to print
out designs)

Sewing

Basic sewing
machine, scis
sors, notions,
supplies

Ask for donations of fabric, and
kids can easily learn to make
bean bags, pillows, doll clothes,
flags, tote bags, and more.

$125

Fabric, thread, notions

TOTAL

$499

over teacher-directed work, choice over
following directions, and experimental
mindset over failing. Think about what

Spending time planning before pur

formation, where she runs the Michi

it will take in terms of classroom man

chasing can feel like a drag. After all,

gan Makers and Making in Michigan

agement to balance this new way of

it’s much more fun to order equipment

Libraries projects, made possible in

working at school with what students

and play with it! But making is like

part by IMLS RE-05-15-0021-15. She

already know. Making often takes the

any other part of the curriculum: it is

edits the award-winning Makers as In

training wheels off of students and has
them ride solo for the first time. What

in the vision and mental enactment of

novators series for Cherry Lake Pub
lishing. Email: font@umich.edu

scaffolds do your students need in place
to thrive with reduced structure? How
will you help them transition from

CONCLUSION

Kristin Fontichiaro teaches at the
University of Michigan School of In

student activities that educators clarify
their expectations and refine their pur
pose. As the carpenters say, “Measure
twice, cut once!”

formal instruction to informal explo
ration? What will you need to demon
strate or display to remind them of this
new way of working?
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